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OPCutting is an original and original software the interface of which is very simple. OPCutting has two windows: On the left
window, it is represented by the panels, on the right window are represented the materials of which the panels are made. The
angle between the two windows is 90 degrees. OPCutting is based on its generation and in view of the possibility of carrying out
the various phases of the plan of cutting out of wood. After installation, the panel and the material appear. These are the main
elements of the plan of cutting. OPCutting is very simple. OPCutting has only seven windows: ￭ Panel ￭ Material ￭ Width of
kerf ￭ Direction of sawing ￭ Direction of the kerf ￭ Length of the sawing up ￭ Step of milling. What makes OPCutting unique
is that it is very effective. OPCutting generates a large number of choices, is very easy to use and is very fast. To create a panel
or a material, only three steps are required: ￭ Choose a panel. ￭ Choose a material. ￭ Set the desired results. OPCutting was
developed at the Labutica of the university of Toulouse-Le Mirail in 1998. It was the second product developed by the
company. The Labutica develops and develops every year new software. But for this series, it is a unique project. OPCutting is a
software designed by an engineer and a computer scientist. A software designed to offer to the professional a good experience
to optimize his cutting. OPCutting is unique in the sense that it is an original software. How to install and use OPCutting:
OPCutting is very easy to install and to use. OPCutting is installed by double clicking on the disc supplied with the software.
OPCutting needs no personalization or configuration. OPCutting is designed to work directly in 2 ways: OPCutting is available
for the users of Windows on the computer without Windows. In this case, the computer is equipped with a CD-ROM drive.
OPCutting is also available for the users of Windows on the computer. In this case, the computer is equipped with a CD-ROM
drive or with a reader of CD-ROM (double speed or superior). OPCutting must
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OPCutting is an application dedicated to the three dimensional cutting. It includes the management of the thickness of the kerf,
off-cuts and the cutting of the panels. Off-cuts can be exported with the formats text or Excel, if the user inserts them in an
existing file of cutting. Possibilities offered by the application : ￭ Generation of the cutting of a certain length. ￭ Generation of
the cuts according to a given cutting table. ￭ Generating a sawing up with a certain angle and a cut by the given plan of cutting.
￭ Generation of the sawing up with the recovery of off-cuts. ￭ Generation of a strip of one or several cutting type (length,
inclination and cutting table). ￭ Generation of a stream of cutting by the calculated angle, with off-cuts recovery. ￭ Generation
of different sawing up by the same cutting plan but with different orientations of the cutting table. ￭ Generation of the sawing
up by a different cutting plan by each type of material and with a certain angle of cut. ￭ Generation of the sawing up with a
certain angle and a cut according to a given plan of cutting. OPCutting main features : ￭ User-friendly interface (for beginners),
without programming, ￭ With the graphs of the thickness of the kerf, off-cuts and the wire, ￭ Excellent automatic management
of all the necessary parameters of cutting, ￭ Management of stocks of panels and the recoverable off-cuts, ￭ Algebraic form of
the function of cutting according to a cutting plan, ￭ Management of the formats of panel and off-cuts, ￭ Generating the cutting
plan of cutting with a given angle and a cut, ￭ Automatic rendering of a result of cutting according to the cutting plan and with
off-cuts, ￭ Generation of the cut in accordance with the cutting plan, ￭ Management of the material of the panel and the type of
cutting, ￭ Generation of a sawing up with a certain angle of cut, ￭ Management of the materials of the panel and the type of
cutting, ￭ Management of the tolerance, the angle of cut, the vertical and horizontal displacement, ￭ Managment of the recovery
of off-cuts 77a5ca646e
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OPCutting application, simple and practical. OPCutting enables you to generate easily and quickly your plans of cutting. Here
are some key features of "OPCutting": ￭ Execution of plans of cutting taking into account several materials, thicknesses and
gasolines different. ￭ Management thickness of the kerf and the direction of the wire. ￭ Use of stocks of panels and the
recoverable offcuts. ￭ Edition of the file of sawing up, the plans of cuttings and the pieces composing the sawing up. ￭
Safeguard of a sawing up on disc for recovery and modification at any moment. ￭ Importation of cards of cuttings to the
formats text or Excel for generation of cuttings. ￭ Export with the formats text or Excel of the cards of cuttings for re-use in
applications of estimate/invoicing. ￭ Summary of the sawing up giving for each type of panels, the linear one of cutting, the rate
of offcuts etc ￭ Parameter setting of the software to meet the needs specific for the various activities, cuts out of wood, plastic
films, plates and even of fabric strips. ￭ Management of the formats of panels and pieces and accelerated seizure of dimensions
during the creation of the plan of cutting. Who uses OPCutting : ￭ OPCutting is an invaluable help for the mesuisiers (for whom
it at conceived summer has the origin). ￭ OPCutting is also adapted to the needs for optimization of cutting of the professionals
for the metallurgy, boiler making or fine sheet-iron works. ￭ You are professional textile or manufacturing plastic films,
OPCutting can also be a solution of optimization of not very expensive cutting of rectangular pieces in your bands or rollers.
Requirements: ￭ Personal computer equipped with a processor of the type 486/66 or superior ￭ 16 Mo of memory RAM ￭ 2
Mo of space available on the disc ￭ Reader of CD-ROM (double speed or superior) ￭ Graphics board VGA or of higher
resolution Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial 4. ￭ MS-Windows 98 or later. ￭ 32 bit or 64 bit. ￭ The

What's New In?

￭ OPCutting is an innovative application of panel optimization that enables you to generate easily and quickly your plans of
cutting. OPCutting application was designed to be a panel optimization software simple and intuitive. OPCutting enables you to
generate easily and quickly your plans of cutting. Here are some key features of "OPCutting": ￭ Execution of plans of cutting
taking into account several materials, thicknesses and gasolines different. ￭ Management thickness of the kerf and the direction
of the wire. ￭ Use of stocks of panels and the recoverable offcuts. ￭ Edition of the file of sawing up, the plans of cuttings and
the pieces composing the sawing up. ￭ Safeguard of a sawing up on disc for recovery and modification at any moment. ￭
Importation of cards of cuttings to the formats text or Excel for generation of cuttings. ￭ Export with the formats text or Excel
of the cards of cuttings for re-use in applications of estimate/invoicing. ￭ Summary of the sawing up giving for each type of
panels, the linear one of cutting, the rate of offcuts etc ￭ Parameter setting of the software to meet the needs specific for the
various activities, cuts out of wood, plastic films, plates and even of fabric strips. ￭ Management of the formats of panels and
pieces and accelerated seizure of dimensions during the creation of the plan of cutting. Who uses OPCutting : ￭ OPCutting is an
invaluable help for the mesuisiers (for whom it at conceived summer has the origin). ￭ OPCutting is also adapted to the needs
for optimization of cutting of the professionals for the metallurgy, boiler making or fine sheet-iron works. ￭ You are
professional textile or manufacturing plastic films, OPCutting can also be a solution of optimization of not very expensive
cutting of rectangular pieces in your bands or rollers. Requirements: ￭ Personal computer equipped with a processor of the type
486/66 or superior ￭ 16 Mo of memory RAM ￭ 2 Mo of space available on the disc ￭ Reader of CD-ROM (double speed or
superior) ￭ Graphics board VGA or of higher resolution ￭ Microsoft mouse or device of pointing Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial
DISC Date: - License: Demo Suite: - File Size
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System Requirements:

For a list of supported hardware, visit our Support page Universal Windows Platform apps are not supported. Windows 7,
Windows 8.1, and Windows 10 are supported. Xbox One and Xbox 360 are not supported. Additional Features: Comes with a
12V to 5V power supply Comes with a 1.5M OHM resistor Inexpensive to ship 30 Day money back guarantee Free worldwide
shipping 2 Year Warranty Lifetime tech support We also include free professional installation, as well
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